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Panini Introduces New and Improved Vision neXt Cleaning Card 
The same proven effectiveness, now with even better surface compatibility 

 
 
Panini’s launch of the Vision neXt check scanner moved the market beyond check capture, 
helping transform the way banks interact with their clients. By avoiding additional devices such 
as check jogger, ID card scanner, and thermal printer, the Vision neXt can claim a role as the 
most innovative and highest performing scanner in the market.  

In line with their commitment to provide the highest possible performance and customer 
experience, Panini have been working with cleaning experts KICTeam to launch a cleaning 
program designed specifically for Vision neXt. The result is a cleaning card that if used regularly 
will both enhance the performance and prolong the life of the scanner. 

Bart McMannon Channel and Product Marketing Manager at Panini stated “We are devoted to 
ensuring the optimal customer experience for both the teller and their customers. Weekly 
cleaning with this new cleaning card will minimize piggybacks, ensure image quality, and extend 
the life of the scanner.” 

McMannon went on to explain that the use of unauthorized cleaning products has actually 
been shown to deliver insufficient cleaning results and can even damage a scanner. 

Jimmy Timmins of KICTeam commented “We are proud to have worked with Panini on this 
project. The new card utilizes our patented Waffletechnology™ to reach the unique contours of 
Vision neXt and our proprietary cleaning agent WonderSolvent ™ which has been developed to 
cater for the unique debris created from checks.” 

The new Cleaning Card is available from both KICTeam, Panini and their respective Distributors.  

About Panini 
Founded in Turin, Italy, Panini has enabled clients to capitalize on shifts in the global 
payments processing market for seventy years. Panini has a rich history of technology 
innovation, leveraging the company’s expertise in research & development. Panini’s 
market leading solutions are based on state-of-the-art engineering resources and ISO-
9001 quality certified production. Panini offers check capture solutions that enable 
customers to fully realize the advantages and efficiencies available with the digital 
transformation of the paper check, resulting in the world’s largest deployed base of check 
capture systems, now approaching one million devices. Panini’s scalable check capture 



solutions address the complete range of distributed check processing opportunities 
including teller capture, back-counter capture, remote deposit capture and remittance 
processing. The company provides solutions on a global basis, and has direct subsidiary 
operations in the United States covering North America and in Brazil covering Latin 
American markets. 
 
For more information visit: www.panini.com. 
  
About KICTeam Inc. 
More than just selling products, KICTeam uses its years of expertise to provide a detailed 
understanding of when, how, and why to clean your devices. Building on relationships with 
device OEMs and industry experts, KICTeam has created highly effective solutions for keeping 
devices operating at their peak by utilizing our proprietary cleaning agents and our broad 
portfolio of specialized and patented cleaning tools. Our core products are made in our 
manufacturing facility in Auburn, Maine and distributed around the world. 
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